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Surgery of insular and paralimbic diffuse low-grade gliomas: Technical considerations
Aim: Once considered a ‘‘no man’s land’’ especially when invaded by a diffuse low grade glioma (DLGG), the insula/paralimbic 
system remains today a surgical challenge. Surgery for insular/paralimbic DLGG involves consideration of its hidden location 
under the potentially eloquent operculae, the proximity to vascular tree and high density of functions not only in the insular 
cortex but also in the white fiber pathways passing under the insular lobe. Here, a personal consecutive series of 150 patients 
who underwent an insular/paralimbic DLGG revealed by seizures, with long-term follow-up, is detailed. Based upon functional 
and oncological results, advances and limitations of this challenging surgery are discussed. 

Methods: The preoperative examination was normal in 88% of patients. All surgeries were performed under cortico-subcortical 
stimulation, in 134 patients while awake. A transopercular approach was favored, even in pure insular DLGG. Despite an 
immediate postoperative worsening in 59% of cases, all patients but two (98%) returned to baseline or better. On control MRI, 
80% of resections were total or subtotal. 15 patients underwent a second or third surgery, with no additional deficit. 82% of 
patients are still alive with a mean follow-up of seven years.

Conclusions: This is the largest series ever reported with insular/paralimbic DLGG surgery. The better knowledge of the 
functional anatomy and the connectivity of the insula as well as the use of intraoperative direct stimulation mapping enabled 
to minimize the risk of permanent deficit (and even to improve the quality of life) while increasing the extent of resection; 
thus, the impact on the natural history. Therefore, surgical removal has to be considered systematically for insular/paralimbic 
DLGG. However, this surgery remains challenging, especially within the anterior perforating substance and the posterior part 
of the (dominant) insula. Repeated operations can be suggested when the first resection was not complete.
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